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in the realm of pleasure
Clara Sola takes an imaginative look at a woman’s release from the social constraints that shape her life, through her unique connection to the natural world. Clara, played sensitively by Wendy

discovering self in the magical realm of clara sola
To celebrate the entire boxset of Sabrina the Teenage Witch arriving to Amazon Prime Video, we’ve picked out moments that had us spellbound.

rupaul, britney and six other iconic sabrina the teenage witch moments that went down in tv history
In Julia Ducournau’s bold vision, a serial killer who’s impregnated by a Cadillac is at the center of a fireman’s crisis of paternity.

“titane,” reviewed: the body horror of family life
In the UK, choking a partner without consent may become illegal under a new domestic violence law. Before entering my 20s, the only choking I had ever experienced was a gentle hand wrapped around my

the popularity of choking is soaring, but is it really safe?
Srejaa Pavuluri Context warning: graphic sexuality, mentions of obesity, harassment, and rape Earlier this year, the Government of India included digital media and OTT platforms under the ambit of

‘masala’ and the ‘item number’ — how far will bollywood go to objectify women?
An astrologer shares the best day in October astrologically for each sign, what the cosmos may bring, and how to make the most of it.

the best thing that will happen to you in october, based on your zodiac sign
Those of us who are not billionaires have woken up to this reality too late. Technologists such as the American inventor Ray Kurzweil say that the important thing is to live long enough to live the spirit of the age: why the tech billionaires want to leave humanity behind
Other films worth a look is Netflix’s remake of “The Guilty,” with Jake Gyllenhaal dazzling us once more with his intensity; the feminist-fueled period piece “Mad Women’s Ball” on Amazon Prime and the

new movies: jake gyllenhaal makes ‘the guilty’ a pleasure
Because viewers are getting a little tired of watching the Avengers wailing on giant monsters and cannon-fodder armies, it’d be cool to see them square off against a foe whose manipulation skills can

10 essential avengers villains not yet used in the movies
Netflix was a major winner at the Emmys, its haul of 23 awards attesting to its power-player status. And while House of Cards quickly d

netflix uk: the best original tv series to watch now
Learning & Development has rapidly evolved over the past decade, and with artificial intelligence still in its infancy the future growth may head in directions yet to be uncovered.

learning and development has an exponential future over the next decade
We speak with the cast of voice actors behind The Scions of the Seventh Dawn ahead of Final Fantasy XIV: Endwalker:

ahead of endwalker, the voice cast of final fantasy xiv reflects on the journey
Young male converts to the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community tell their stories and seek the guidance of His Holiness

new members of the ahmadiyya muslim community in canada have honour of a virtual meeting with the head of the ahmadiyya muslim community
The Atlanta-based brewery plans a fall 2022 opening in Greenville. It has grown to include other locations in Savannah, Virginia Beach and Charleston.

new realm brewing will take over old cigar warehouse space in west end
From pioneering the field of bioethics 50 years ago to applying morality to science's greatest controversies today, the field's evolution continues on campus.

the rise of bioethics: how the discipline began, persists at uw
The Roborock S7 is the best hybrid model on the market and we refuse to argue the toss. Seriously, straight out of the box the S7 did everything in an intuitive and logical manner, from its clever

roborock s7 review: the ultimate robotic vac and mop in one
Neil Gaiman's seminal Sandman title remains a groundbreaking comic book achievement and a staple of the

the sandman: who is morpheus, the lord of dreams?

Romania has long record of defying the catastrophes history has served up, so it certainly wouldn't allow the pandemic to derail the George Enescu International Festival, devoted to its premier

enescu, an underplayed composer, is still a star in romania

Mosaic Architecture + Design, one of Scotland’s most experienced practices, has submitted applications for detailed planning permission and listed building consent for the redevelopment of 50 Bothwell Street

planning submitted for major redevelopment of office building at 50 bothwell street

Buy the eBook A History of the by Dennis Duncan online from Australia's leading online eBook store. Download eBooks from Booktopia today.

index, a history of the

In the pantheon of partywear brands, there is hardly a shortage of high-octane velour for disco dancing vixens, nor is there a drought of luxe lace to take an outfit from zero to 100. But the realm of

designer diaries: sleeping with jacques is the whimsical australian brand perfecting pared-back partywear

If dealing with COVID and its ongoing fallout haven't been confounding enough, consider the added shock of just learning you have the Big C, and that it's breast cancer.

'i can still be beautiful': camera shows breast cancer doesn't get the last word

A new international record label by the name of Muzik One Global has launched globally with the release of its first single “Kangna,” starring the popular British-Indian singer and composer Manj Musik

ushna stars in new music video ‘kangana’

We've been busy testing the Xiaomi mi 11 lite 5G phone, considering performance, display and value for money, to decide whether it’s worth buying

xiaomi mi 11 lite 5g review: a lightweight phone with plenty of heavy-hitting features

Dead Harts drummer and Skull & Bones Boys Club founder Ant Allen passed away following a history of mental illness and addiction. Due to pandemic-related restrictions in place at the time, his funeral

live: long live ant allen @ the leadmill, sheffield

Desperate times call for desperate measures, which is how she finds herself making a deal with a demon. Freedom from her husband...in return for seven years of service. She expects the service to be

the dragon's bride (a deal with a demon book 1)

The humble PC mouse is underestimated. We tested some of the best on the market to see which can serve as a reliable daily driver.

my quest for the perfect productivity mouse

It looks at Great Yarmouth's and the Royal Navy's dominance in the North Sea and the Baltic during the French wars 1793-1815. "It took me six years to research and write wit

when great yarmouth was a major naval base in fight against napoleon

This didn't just push the ever-thriving hospitality industry to hit an unprecedented nadir but also forced many players of the F&B industry to shut down their ventures. Also Read: Foodies, Here Are 6

to喇叭 of hospitality heroes from delhi ncr have earned a spot in et f&b 40 under forty list!

If plans are approved, the vacant 50 Bothwell Street will be transformed to include modern office accommodation, ground floor retail and cafe space and roof terraces with views over the Glasg

historic glasgow city centre office building could be transformed in multi-million pound plans

For Sarah Zapata, hand-weaving is a metaphor for both expressing and examining different facets of her identity.

the textile artist employing centuries-old practices and pop culture imagery

The Turner Prize is one of the most coveted contemporary art prizes in the world, and this year it is being exhibited in the University of Warwick's hometown of Coventry. It is a prize that awards an

the turner prize 2021 comes to coventry

When Don Ackerman decided to write a book about the history of Schenectady politics, he knew trying to hide the fact that he is a self-described “pragmatic liberal” would be impossible.

retired democratic chairman pens history of schenectady's political past

I'm not proud of taking this courageous stand, especially after the Mulaney firestorm has mostly died down, but take it I must, because the angst is part of a larger phenomenon and the finger-wagging

john mulaney and the great celebrity-sympathy overcorrection

"Go away, blubber stalker near, alcoholic demon you swing in your feline song, yet these branches fade. Go away and find yourself a bright new day, the fields of grass cannot be of beauty as long as

do not trust the words of blubber jaw stalker near

A splendid, moody elaboration of what makes Outer Wilds so special. Discovery and realisation are the two great thrills of Outer Wilds, so let me dust off an old reviewer's cliche and say that if you

outer wilds echoes of the eye review - a wondrous, spooky addition to the solar system

As we look ahead toward the world of 2040 — aiming to foresee how the economy, the financial sector, and society will take shape — Daniel’s first question asks us to discern the major factors that

the future of finance and the global economy: facing global forces, shaping global solutions

The laptop class looks with bewilderment and contempt at two classes it sees as vestigial: small property holders and tangible workers.

the political economy of dystopia

You can add Bayswater to the elite group of districts, including Chelsea, Kensington and Belgravia, that make up London’s most exclusive neighbourhoods.